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Editorial
Dear readers
I have manifold reasons to thank you. I am greatly indebted to you for a very
successful TEFAF Maastricht 2013. It was a strong fair with a stimulating
atmosphere marked by lively conversations, which bore witness to the con
tinuing attractiveness of ancient art for collectors both young and old. I would
also like to thank you for the very positive and encouraging feedback so many
of you gave to me regarding the first edition of Cahn’s Quarterly. This has both
touched and motivated me.
The second edition of Cahn’s Quarterly is again packed with highly readable
contributions on art works in our stock and on our activities as a gallery. You
will, for instance, learn about what you shouldn’t put into your hand luggage,
where you should go during Art Basel, who works in our administration and
which gods are currently assembled in our rooms. The culinary foray into
antiquity is continued with a honey cake recommended by Cato the Elder.
Have a good time reading.
AN OUTSTANDING HEAD OF A HERM. H. 25 cm. White, finegrained marble. Formerly Coll. N. Koutoulakis, Geneva, 1950’s1960’s. Greek, probably Attic, ca. 460-450 B.C. Price on request

Business as usual

A Lethal Weapon
By Yvonne Yiu

Just a couple of weeks had gone by since the
terrorist attack on the World Trade Center on
September 11, 2001. The shock was profound
and the fear of further attacks was paraly
sing. Only people who had no other choice
travelled by aeroplane, and those who were

constrained to fly certainly did not choose
New York as their destination – unless they
were out of their minds.
But isn’t it an open secret that people dealing
with art are – at least a little bit – mad? You
can call it passion, enthusiasm or singlemindedness, if you prefer. In any case, even
the Axis of Evil could not deter Jean-David
Cahn from going on his business trip to the Big
Apple, and indeed everything went smoothly
– until he embarked on his return journey.
Cahn let a shipper take care of all the pieces
he had acquired on the New York art market,
with the exception of a head of Aphrodite.
Unwilling to lose sight of this valuable mar
ble sculpture, he decided to take it on board
in his cabin luggage, accompanied by all the
requisite documentation.

A HEAD OF APHRODITE. Greek, 340-330 B.C.
CQ

At John F. Kennedy Airport the atmosphere
was tense, the general unease fuelled by the
memory that the name-giving president had
been assassinated. Nomen est omen? No, that
was too horrible to think of. The art dealer
took a deep breath, and tried to look inconspi

cuous. What was it, again, that they said? “If
disaster strikes, remain calm and be patient”.
Cahn did his best to remain calm during the
security check, even though he had to take
off his shoes and belt, and to be patient, although disagreeable hands rummaged around
in the privacy of his carry-on baggage.
The security officer had already, with slight
ly raised eyebrows, signalled to his colleague
that our art dealer had aroused his suspi
cions. The leather bag appeared too heavy
and the image on the screen revealed a mas
sive, irregularly shaped object. The officer
deftly pulled out a packet enveloped in silk
paper and bubble-wrap. “Careful!” gasped
Jean-David Cahn. Unimpressed, the security
officer tore open the protective layers to re
veal – not a hand-grenade, not a dismantled
kalashnikov, but the tenderly smiling face of
the Goddess of Love.
The officer mastered his surprise in a mo
ment. He had been in the service of national
security for too long to be put off his guard
by such a trick. Ever since Rosa Klebb and
Elektra King had flickered across the movie
1
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increasingly impatient as the minutes until
departure time melted away. He had no other
choice but to give in and race back to the
check-in area. Luck was on his side, and he
was still able to stow the head in his suitcase.
Then he hurtled off to the security check.
How exasperatingly slowly the queue moved!
What a nuisance it was to take off his shoes
and belt again! The last call for Jean-David
Cahn was already reverberating through the
passageways. Finally, soaked in sweat and
gasping for breath, he sank into his seat on
the aircraft. He had made it!

A Lethal Weapon (cont.)
screen, it was common knowledge that pre
cisely the most beautiful women were the
most perfidious. “Excuse me, sir, but you
aren’t permitted to take that on board.” “I beg
your pardon!?” “Dangerous goods may not
be taken on board an aircraft either by pas
sengers or members of the crew.” “But look at
her! This is an ancient work of art!” “I’m sor
ry, but we must comply with our regulations.
This is a blunt instrument that may endanger
the safety of the aircraft or guests on board.
You could threaten the pilot with it.”
Jean-David Cahn tried reasoning, he raged,
he pleaded, but the officer did not relent.
The queue behind him grew longer and

Well, not quite. As soon as the art dealer
had grown accustomed to the idea that he
had survived this near catastrophe, gnawing
uncertainty set in. Was his suitcase really in
the hold or sitting somewhere on the run
way? Would the head survive the rough bag
gage handling unscathed? What if somebody
stole the suitcase? “If disaster strikes, remain
calm and be patient”.
Landing! After nine hours of gruelling inac
tivity, Jean-David Cahn leapt from his seat
as if stung by a tarantula and rushed to the
baggage carousel. At last he sighted his lug
gage. In a quiet corner, he opened the suit
case. With trembling hands he unwrapped
the silk paper and beheld her face. Aphrodite
smiled at him calmly with a serenity that had
outlasted the vicissitudes of more than two
thousand years, as if she wished to say: there
really was no need to be worried.

Exhibition

Archetype and
Individual in the Art
of Antiquity
10 - 16 June 2013
Gallery Cahn, Malzgasse 23
4052 Basle

Opening:

Monday, 10 June, 5 - 9 p.m.
with drinks and snacks
Tuesday-Friday, 11 - 14 June
9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Saturday-Sunday, 15 - 16 June
2 - 6 p.m.

Lecture on the subject
of the exhibition by
Prof. Dr. Detlef Kreikenbom
on Saturday, 15 June, 5 p.m.

Friends
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Exhibition

Ancient meets Modern:
Art of Antiquity during Art Basel
By Yvonne Yiu

CELTIC HEAD. H. 26 cm. Limestone. England, 2nd-1st cent. B.C.

Each year, in mid-June, Basle transforms it
self into the world’s most important art me
tropolis. For a few days, Art Basel brings to
gether over 300 galleries from all continents,
showing masterpieces of modern and con
temporary art as well as works by the new
est generation of visual artists. If you wish
to escape temporarily from the dazzling and
hectic ambience at Art Basel, we cordially in
vite you to take a trip on our time machine
located at Malzgasse 23. Within seconds, our
special exhibition “Archetype and Individual
in the Art of Antiquity” will transport you
back two thousand years to ancient Greece
and Rome!
The terms “archetype” and “individual” crea
te a field of polar tension, which the exhibi
tion explores by means of artworks created in
antiquity. The contrast between the universal
and ideal, which lays claim to general validity
on the one hand, and the singular and speci
fic, which defies repetition, on the other, may
at first appear, as the etymological roots of
the words suggest, as a contrast between the
Greek and the Roman-Latin cultures. Indeed,
an astonishing cultural development leading
from the archetypal mother figures of preh
istory to the abstract human figures of the
Geometric Period, and to the idealized gods
CQ

A PORTRAIT HEAD OF A THINKER. H. 30 cm. Marble. Greek, Hellenistic,
early 3rd cent. B.C.

and heroes of Classical Greek art, progressing
onward to the veristic portraits of the Roman
Republic, and culminating in the triumph of
the individual in the Italian Renaissance can
be observed.
There are, however, also counter-movements.
In Attic vase-painting, for instance, the high
ly individual style of the painters and potters
permits the precise attribution to many artists
of the vases they produced, and indeed many
of them signed their works. There is also a
remarkable turning away from naturalistic
portraits in favour of more schematic repre
sentations during the late Roman Empire,
which amounts to a return to the archetyp
al. Furthermore, a fascinating process can be
witnessed, in which the distinctive image of a
certain person is copied or assimilated exact
ly because of its highly individual features,
with the aim of partaking of the qualities of
the person originally portrayed: the individu
al is transformed into an archetype. Two ca
ses in point are the portraits of Alexander the
Great, epitome of the youthful ruler, and An
tinous, the embodiment of the beloved youth.
With over 100 objects from many different
genres, the exhibition “Archetype and Indi
vidual in the Art of Antiquity” provides re

markable insights into a dichotomy of fun
damental importance for the art of the West.
We cordially invite you to visit the exhibition
“Archetype and Individual”. The opening with
drinks and snacks takes place on Monday, 10
June, from 5-9 p.m. The exhibition is open
Tuesday-Friday, 11-14 June, 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
and Saturday-Sunday, 15-16 June, 2-6 p.m.
Furthermore, Prof. Dr. Detlev Kreikenbom
will, in a lecture held on Saturday, 15 June,
5 p.m., provide additional insights into the
subject of the exhibition. We look forward to
taking this opportunity to join with you in a
toast to the 150th anniversary of the Gallery
Cahn.

OPENING
MONDAY, 10 JUNE
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Meet the Gallery

The Administration

By Yvonne Yiu (text) and Christian von Faber-Castell (photographs)

In this edition of Cahn’s Quarterly, we would like to introduce you to our administrative department. Hardly visible
from the outside, this department takes care of many tasks that are essential for the Gallery’s participation at fairs
or for the staging of in-house exhibitions and auctions.
In the Cahn Gallery, as is the case in many
successful family businesses, a member of the
family is found in every important sector of
the company. Whilst Jean-David Cahn pre
sides over the archaeological department, it
is his mother-in-law, Elfriede Gaiser, who, as
chief accountant and human resources ma
nager, holds a crucial post within the admi
nistration. She will be portrayed in the fourth
edition of Cahn’s Quarterly together with the
Cahn family.

The art historian Yvonne Yiu and the classical
historian Aline Debusigne are also attached
to the administrative department, although
they take in an intermediary position be
tween it and the archaeological department.
Yvonne Yiu has been with the gallery since
2005, and thus will soon number amongst
the veterans. She is half Chinese and half
Swiss, and grew up in Hong Kong. She stu
died Art History, Medieval History and Eng
lish Literature at the Universities of Basle and
Edinburgh. Her research focused on early
Netherlandish art, and she has published an
award-winning book on Jan van Eyck as well
as numerous essays on the art and culture
of the Renaissance. Bilingual in English and
German, Yvonne Yiu is responsible for trans

If you call the Cahn Gallery, you will prob
ably first speak to Senta Zeller or Evelyn
Reusser.

Senta Zeller, Jean-David Cahn’s secretary,
joined the company this January, after ha
ving spent 15 years working as the secretary
of various lawyers and notaries in Basle. Her
move to the ancient art trade was motivated
by her early interest in art. Before training as
a director’s secretary at the Neue Sprach- und
Handelsschule, Basle, Senta Zeller had studied
Art History at the University of Zurich for
some terms. In the gallery, she is responsible
for general administrative duties, and also for
all concerns related to Jean-David Cahn. Her
wide experience, as well as her calm charac
ter and sense of humour, are greatly valued
by the team, especially when it gets tense and
hectic, for instance, just before a fair. Senta
Zeller lives in Basle with her family, and en
joys synchronised skating in winter and sail
ing on the Walensee in summer.
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Evelyn Reusser has been with the gallery for
six years. Her main areas of expertise are
accounting and logistics, and so she is your
contact person for all questions related to in
voices and shipping. Furthermore, she helps
with the secretarial work. Evelyn Reusser did
not only complete commercial training at the
Handelsschule KV Basel but is also a trained
cook. She was deputy manager of the Res
taurant Bergmatten in Hofstetten for several
years. In the gallery, we are glad that we can
rely on her experience in catering when, for
instance, preparing the annual clients’ auc
tion dinner. In her leisure time, Evelyn Reus
ser enjoys travelling together with her hus
band, especially in the Carribean.

Nadja Meichtry has been assisting Evelyn
Reusser since last year, taking care of many
time-consuming tasks such as applying for
Art Loss Register certificates, organising the
inspection of artworks by the TPA in Rome,
archiving documents and mailing catalogues
and brochures. She is currently studying at
the Pädagogische Hochschule FHNW in Lies
tal, and looks forward to her future career as
a primary school teacher. Daniel Killenberger,
who will start studying computer science in
the autumn, is another assistant. He is res
ponsible for scanning documents and catalo
guing the books entering the Cahn Gallery’s
library.

CQ
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lating catalogue texts, press relations and
advertising. Occasionally, she works on the
fairs team in London and Basle. As a contrast
to the megacity Hong Kong, Yvonne Yiu and
her family enjoy living in the rural Baselbiet,
where she leads the Furlen-Ensemble für Alte
Musik and takes care of 23 honeybee colo
nies.

My Choice
In the field of ancient sculpture, I most definitely prefer those artworks that
were created in the Archaic Period, between ca. 680 and 500 B.C.

An Archaic Kore
By Jean-David Cahn

Aline Debusigne joined the team a little over
a year ago, and contributes another multicul
tural accent to the company with her halfFrench and half-Danish roots. She studied
Roman History at the University of Nice and
the EPHE Paris. She then spent four years
pursuing research on the history of collec
ting artworks from Roman Egypt in French
public collections. Aline Debusigne worked
for the Antikenmuseum Basel und Sammlung
Ludwig as well as for the Fondation Berger
in Lausanne. She deepened her knowledge of
the art market at the Sotheby’s Institute of
Art, London. Aline Debusigne organises fairs
and special projects, such as last year’s pho
tography exhibition in Rome, for the Cahn
Gallery. Furthermore, she works in our gal
lery in St. Moritz during the summer and
winter seasons, and looks forward to welco
ming you there.

CQ

A HEAD OF A KORE. H. 16.5 cm. Marble. Eastern Greek, ca. 530 B.C.

At first glance, the sculptures carved in this
period appear to be divided very canonically
into male and female statues, with the ex
ception of architectural sculpture. They all
stride forwards; the arms of the men gene
rally hang straight down, whilst the woman
often hold up a flower in their right hand.
This adherence to the canon forces the sculp
tor to develop his artistic expression in the
rendering of volumes and the surfaces of the
eyes, the mouth and the garments. This re
duction leads to a concentration on the es
sential within the framework provided by the
canonical forms. Thereby, the local styles and
the sculptor’s school manifest themselves. A
similar phenomenon can be observed in the
Romanesque and Gothic sculptures of the
Madonna. Unfortunately, these statues of
korai and kouroi – that is of maidens and
youths – are very rare, because they were
used as building material in the course of the
Persian invasion of the 5th century B.C., and
also later in history, for different reasons. Ar
chaic marbles are, therefore, very rare on the
art market. Even the leading European mu
seums often have no more than a handful of
sculptures from this period. On visiting the
new Acropolis Museum, the only reason why
we are confronted by such an unusually large
number of these statues is that they were all
unearthed in the rubble left on the Acropolis
by the Persians. Some of them astound us by
the preserved polychromy; this reveals to us
how much we have lost. In contrast to Ro
man sculpture, we are constrained to extract
from what has been destroyed, to reconstruct
what is missing, and to delight ourselves in

CHF 76,000

this manner with the fragments that have
been preserved.
Our kore forces us to be patient and empathe
tic when beholding the soft, round face. One
can still sense her calm smile on seeing the
corners of her mouth and the tender, slightly
slanting, almond-shaped eyes, which reveal
her to be the workmanship of Ionian sculp
tors. Her hair is structured subtly by broad
horizontal undulations. It is centrally part
ed above the forehead, and forms irregular
waves full of tension. A broad hairband runs
pertly behind the small, but pronounced ear.
Probably made from coarse-grained island
marble, the head’s formal structure refers it to
a workshop in the Ionian Islands, which was
active ca. 530 B.C. It is noteworthy that this
beautiful head of a kore comes from a collec
tion in England, which I knew very well, and
that she bears witness to the taste of a real
dilettante – or cognoscente.
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A Selection of gods and heroes from the Gallery Cahn

New Artworks Monthly
on www.cahn.ch

A BUST OF A GODDESS (APHRODITE?). H. 10.9 cm.
Clay. A fine, oval shaped face; her long hair is parted in
the middle and drawn back to reveal her sphere-shaped
earrings. On her head, a diadem with a disc above the
forehead. She looks straight ahead with pursed lips. Pro
minent Venus rings on her neck. The base of the bust is
almost round. A circular firing hole at the back of the
head, a small round hole at the crown. Part of the back
of the base is missing. Protome. Formerly Coll. R.L.G.,
Mühlheim, 1970’s. Greek, ca. 300 B.C.
CHF 4,800

A STATUETTE OF VENUS. H. 23.5 cm. Bronze, hollow cast. The nude goddess covers her breasts and pudenda with
her hands in the manner of the Venus Pudica. She stands in contraposto with her right leg placed slightly to one
side. Heavily lidded eyes with drilled pupils, a broad nose and full lips characterize the oval face. The hair is centrally
parted. The wavy strands are combed back to the nape of the neck where they are tied together in a loose chignon.
A towering pile of curls rises from the crown of her head behind a flat diadem. Mounted on a round, profiled marble
base of the late 19th century. Fingers partially missing. Left arm reattached. Several lacunae in the body. Surface
partially corroded. Formerly Coll. A.B., North Rhine-Westphalia, before 1954. Roman, 2nd-3rd cent. A.D. CHF 56,000

A SMALL HEAD OF EROS. H. 4 cm. Clay. He wears an
Attic helmet and turns his head to his left. The carefully
detailed, chubby face is framed by curly hair. Venus folds
on the neck. The head was probably part of a statuette.
A lacuna on the helmet’s crest. Slightly worn. Formerly
Munich art market. Greek, Myrina, 2nd-1st cent. B.C.
CHF 1,600

A STATUETTE OF EROS H. 21 cm. Terracotta. Standing
in a relaxed pose, with right leg slightly flexed, left arm
akimbo, leaning with right on a pillar, his body frontally
exposed, a long mantle enveloping both arms. Hair ren
dered in a mellon coiffure, drawn up into a high circular
topknot. Small wings spring outwards from shoulders.
The whole covered with a white engobe or slip, over
which pastel colours are applied: pink mantle, blue and
pink wings, reddish hair. Supported on a rectangular
base. An upside-down, heart-shaped firing hole is cut
into the flattened, unworked back. Some wear to sur
faces. Formerly Coll. Yves Saint Laurent and Pierre Ber
gé. Apulian, Canosa, Late 4th-early 3rd cent. B.C.
CHF 16,000

A STATUETTE OF EROS. H. 18.8 cm. Bronze, silver. The
god of love is represented as a naked child that strides
forwards almost as if dancing. His pudgy face if framed
by fine curls that form a braid and a knot on the crown
of his head. The right arm was originally raised and pro
bably held a torch. The left arm was lowered. Eyes inlaid
with silver. Traces of the wings on the statuette’s back.
Slightly worn. Formerly Coll. Jean-Philippe Mariaud de
Serres. Roman, 1st-2nd cent. A.D.
CHF 26,000
6
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A FIGURE OF A KNEELING NIKE. H. 5.2 cm. L. 9.2 cm.
Bronze, silver. A graceful figure of Nike, kneeling full
front, with slender wings outspread, grasps a snake by
her side in each hand. Her head is slightly bowed, and her
hair is bound into a long Greek-style chignon at back.
She wears a short belted garment (chiton) with double
overfold, rendered in archaising style, which is centrally
parted to leave abdomen and legs exposed. Eyes inlaid
in silver. Details of wing feathers finely engraved. Part
of the snake is missing. Part of round tang preserved on
flattened underside, once serving to affix the figure to
an object such as the rim of a vessel. Vessel or furniture
applique. Formerly priv. coll., London, England, acquired
from Artemis, Munich, 26 October 1978; London, Bon
hams Antiquities, 27 April 2006, lot no. 122. Publ.: Lon
don, Bonhams Antiquities, 27 April 2006, lot no. 122,
illus. Roman, 1st-2nd cent. A.D.
CHF 9,500

A HANDLE IN THE FORM OF CONJOINED NEREIDS.
L. 21.1 cm. Bronze. A pair of Nereids astride dolphins
are joined at the head and embrace, supported on a shell,
which the dolphins grip in their mouths. Each Nereid
holds a leaf in their hand. The tails of the dolphins form
loops for attachment. Surface details incised. The reverse
side flat. Well preserved. A pin still affixed through one
loop. A decorative handle from a piece of furniture. For
merly Paris art market. Roman, 2nd cent. A.D.
CHF 9,500

A FRAGMENT OF A SARCOPHAGUS WITH NEREID AND TRITONS. H. 51.5 cm. W. 71 cm. Marble. This fine fragment comes from the right side of a sarcophagus front, preserving
a section of an elegantly composed marine thiasos, executed in high relief. A Nereid sits side-saddle, backwards, astride the high-curving tail of a Triton to left. Sensuously naked
but for a mantle draped decorously about her hips and upper thighs, she braces herself with a right hand pressed against her mount’s body while, with her left hand, she balances
a collared vessel on its side atop her left thigh. Left leg bent and right outstretched, her toes just grazing the surface of waves billowing below, she turns her head round to left,
looking towards the long side’s centre that would have been marked by the object once held out by her male companion - be it a tondo with inscription or portrait, a shield, or
a tabula ansata, inter alia. A second Triton, youthful, toussle-haired, whose muscular torso rises from a sea-serpent body, moves in from the right. He cradles a rudder in his left
arm, and he is full-cheeked from the sounding of a trumpet shell held in the palm of his raised right hand. Scene bordered above by a narrow projecting moulding. Inner surface
roughly worked, with strip of bottom of sarcophagus preserved. Loss of lower pointed end of trumpet shell; slight damage to edges. Surfaces overall somewhat darkened from long
exposure to elements. Formerly Sotheby’s, New York, 8 December 1995, lot 118, illus. Roman, Antonine, 2nd half of 2nd cent. A.D.
CHF 115,000
CQ
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A RED-FIGURE OINOCHOE (SHAPE 2), ATTRIBUTED TO
THE PAINTER OF FERRARA T. 271. H. 19.4 cm. Clay.
A Dionysiac scene decorates the front of this oinochoe
with distinctive trefoil mouth. At centre, a heavy-set sa
tyr of mature years sits to left atop a pointed amphora,
which lies on its side, wreathed with ivy and obviously
drained of its contents. The satyr steadies with his left
hand the stalk of a long thyrsos resting on the diagonal
against his shoulder, and he holds forth a drinking horn
in his outstretched right. Doubtless tamed by drink, he
relaxes in the company of two maenads. One grips a
thyrsos near the stalk’s top; the other stretches forth a
spray of ivy. The mood overall is here calm, collected
and civilised - a world away from the wine-fueled antics
and sexual aggression common to Dionysiac thiasoi of
the archaic period. Vase unbroken; two minor chips out
of low ring foot. Surfaces abraded in places, with no
retouching of figure-work. Previously Coll. Mr. and Mrs.
Paul K. Stahnke, Virginia, acquired in Florence in 1946,
and thence by descent to the former owner. On loan to
The Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Mass., 24 June 1969 27 June 1995. Attic, ca. 430-420 B.C.
CHF 24,000

New Artworks Monthly
on www.cahn.ch

A RED-FIGURE PELIKE. H. 23.7 cm. Clay. On the obver
se, Eros, son of Aphrodite, sits to left astride his large
watery steed, a leaping dolphin - Eros „epidelphinos“.
Taking firm grip of a dorsal fin, he tilts his upper body
forward jockey-like, head down and wings outspread
behind, bracing himself against the wind. The unusual
groundline below, composed of rightward-facing chev
rons, gives the impressionistic effect of a row of op
posing sea waves. The chevron border recurrs on the re
verse, where it supports a draped figure of Poseidon who
presides here as god of the sea and, with trident in hand,
as „Earth-Shaker“. Both deities, whose representation to
gether in Attic red-figure vase-painting is uncommon,
symbolise, inter alia, the taming of wild elements and
the provision of safe passage for mariners. A band of
egg-pattern borders the scene above on both sides A and
B. A stroke of glaze, an ancient mishap, crosses Eros’s
face onto his left shoulder. Restored from numerous
fragments; surfaces overall retouched. Previously H.A.C.,
Kunst der Antike, Basle. Formerly Swiss priv. coll. Attic,
ca. 440-430 B.C.
CHF 54,000

A MOSAIC WITH EROS SAILING. H. 62 cm. W. 94 cm. White, dark grey, brown, yellow, red, green and black stone
tesserae. The child-like, winged Eros stands on the neck of a slender transport amphora on which he sails to left across
an expanse of water richly populated by fishes and a squid. He holds in his hands two of the corners of the rectangular
sail, which swells in the wind. The other two corners are fastened to the handles of the amphora. Fragment of a floor
mosaic, probably from a triclinium. A few tesserae missing, some lacunae filled with mortar. Formerly Belgian priv.
coll. Roman, 2nd-3rd cent. A.D.
CHF 32,000

A STATUETTE OF ZEUS KERAUNIOS. H. 13.7 cm.
Bronze. The father of the gods strides forward, ready to
attack his opponent. In his raised right hand he probably
held a lightning bundle. The finely engraved strands of
hair are arranged in a cap-like manner forming a curve
above his forehead. Almond-shaped eyes and long eye
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A PLASTIC VASE IN THE FORM OF A PAN’S HEAD. H.
18.2 cm. Clay. The lower body of the vessel is formed of
the long neck and head of Pan, mounted on a spreading
profiled foot whose reserved edge is highlighted with a
wave pattern. The expressive grimacing face, bearded,
snub-nosed, with ribbed horns rising from the forehead,
is coated with a light red wash. Beard and moustache en
livened with incision, and end of the nose, mid-forehead
and temples with small perforations. Between the tips of
the horns, the remains of a painted bust in a rectangular
field. At the back of the head, at the base of the upright
handle (now missing), reserved tongues; to either side,
pairs of circumscribed palmettes. Upper half of the vessel
missing; slight damage to base. Formerly the estate of
Wladimir Rosenbaum (1894-1984). Publ.: Brussels An
cient Art Fair (BAAF III), Cat. June 2005, advertisement
for Galleria Serodine, Ascona, illus. Western Greek, 4th
cent. B.C.
CHF 18,000
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brows. Cheeks and chin are framed by a pointed full be
ard which juts forwards. A richly pleated cloak is slung
around his body diagonally from his left shoulder to his
right thigh. Part of the left arm and leg missing. The left
leg was repaired in antiquity, as indicated by the two
rivets at the knee. Formerly Coll. Louis-Gabriel Bellon
(1819-1899). Two old labels on the reverse: inv. no. 463.
Northern Greek, 2nd-3rd quarter of 5th cent. B.C.
CHF 9,000

A HEAD OF HERAKLES WEARING A WREATH OF
LEAVES. H. 5.7 cm. Clay. The hero’s oval face is framed
by long hair and a full beard. His forehead is contracted
in a frown. Wide-open eyes and prominent cheekbones..
The head is surrounded by a prominent wreath of leaves.
Old label on the underside of the base „304 Barbe“ and
an inv.-no. in pencil: „1183“ and „AC“. Formerly Coll.
Louis-Gabriel Bellon (1819-1899). Eastern Mediterranean,
1st cent. B.C. - 1st. cent. A.D.
CHF 2,800

A STATUETTE OF ISIS. H. 17.7 cm. Wood. The goddess
stands in an elegant posture with swaying hips and turns
her head slightly to the right. Her long hair cascades
on to her back and shoulders. She gathers her himation
in diagonal folds between her breasts, from where the
drapery sweeps to the ground in a single cascade. Some
lacunae, slightly worn. Formerly Royal Athena Galleries,
2000. Hellenistic, Ptolemaic, 2nd-1st cent. B.C.
CHF 9,800

A HEAD OF A BEARDED MALE DEITY. H. 33.5 cm. Mar
ble. This striking over life-size head of a bearded male
is expertly carved from a white, fine-crystalline marble,
probably originating in one of the Greek islands such as
Paros. There is a perceptible assymetry in the alignment
of its strong features, induced by a turn to the figure’s
proper right. The noble face is marked by a powerful
forehead with pronounced median furrow, prominent
brows with deep-set, heavily-lidded eyes, a slightly open
mouth with the lower lip full and the upper marked by
a lush moustache whose long ends trail downwards
to overlie the thick voluted curls of a centrally parted
beard. A row of overlapping locks, short and dressed for
ward, frame the high forehead, while long locks cascade
over sides and back of neck and are bound with broad,
flat fillet knotted at the nape. The expressive features,
imbued with a certain pathos, the flowing locks and re
gal fillet all strongly suggest that this head represents
a deity, such as Zeus, Poseidon or even Asklepios. In a
number of its aspects, it bears fair comparison with the
head of the noted mid-2nd century B.C. statue in Athens
of the Poseidon from Melos. Previously MuM AG, Bas
le, Kunstwerke der Antike, Auktion 26, 5 October 1963,
no. 185, illus.; Sotheby’s, London, 1 July 1969, no. 110,
illus., sold to L. Money, England; California private coll
ection; Sotheby’s, New York, 17 December 1998, no. 108,
illus., and 10 December 1999, no. 283, illus. Formerly
with Royal-Athena Galleries, New York, Art of the An
cient World, Vol. XII (January, 2001) no. 2, illus. Greek,
Hellenistic, ca. 2nd cent. B.C.
CHF 88,000
CQ

AN APPLIQUE IN THE FORM OF A BUST OF PAN. H.
12.3 cm. Bronze. The god wears a wreath on his head
and a goat’s skin across his chest. He sports goat’s horns
and a goatee beard. His eyes protrude slightly and have
comma-shaped, drilled pupils and broad lids. His brow is
deeply furrowed. Well preserved. Formerly Coll. De Mat
eis, Lugano. Roman, 3rd-4th cent. A.D.
CHF 7,800
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Favorites
Je vous propose de suivre une suite d’idées très personnelles au sujet d’une pièce nouvellement arrivée dans notre
stock,

le « Pêcheur assis »
Par Aline Debusigne

pièce. Certes, or au final et c’est sûrement
l’avantage de ne pas être archéologue, la cu
riosité m’a entraînée vers des associations
qui reflètent étrangement le goût personnel
de chacun. De l’Antiquité je me retrouve pro
jetée au XVIIIe siècle, avec le souvenir d’un
autre objet qui se trouve à la galerie, d’une
poésie assez semblable. C’est un biscuit par la
Manufacture de Locré, un groupe avec per
sonnages au milieu d’une scène bucolique, le
tout reposant sur une roche qui rappelle très
franchement celle du pêcheur. Le saut est tout
de même osé, les styles identitaires de leurs
époques. Pourtant voici les associations : la
mise en scène, la fonction décorative et cet
te poésie. Je ne peux pas m’empêcher de rire
en pensant que notre pêcheur serait plutôt
inapproprié au milieu d’une table dressée
d’argenterie et de cristal. Je force ici le trait.
Toutefois pour les deux pièces, c’est le même
émerveillement.

TORSE D’UN PÊCHEUR ASSIS. H. 47 cm. Marbre. Romain. Ier s. av. J.-C. - Ier s. ap. J.-C. Provenance:
Ancienne collection privée, Angleterre
CHF 48,000

Il s’agit bien sûr davantage d’une divaga
tion, si j’ose m’exprimer ainsi, loin du dis
cours scientifique ou amateur. Pouvoir parler
aussi librement d’une pièce qui inspire, que
l’on apprend à découvrir et à aimer vraiment.
Avis au futur acquéreur !
Comme le montre la photographie de l’objet,
nous avons à voir un personnage assis sur
un rocher, portant une tunique grossière et
tenant un panier. Et pourtant il y a plus : audelà d’un aspect partiellement fragmentaire,
tout y est. Le réalisme dans l’exécution du
manteau comme du panier, jusqu’au bras et
à la jambe, vibrants. Je peux vous dire que
10

de passer des heures sur un stand de foire
vous amène à regarder les pièces de plus
près, de s’attarder sur les détails et d’en dé
celer la poésie. Ce pêcheur est justement
l’une de celles qui m’émeut le plus. Lorsque
le regard scrute pour observer, dans le sens
de l’observation approfondie, pour finir par
s’adoucir à la prochaine rencontre. La taille
aussi de la sculpture la rend délicate.
Puis il y a eu cet instant qui m’a frappé. Com
mençons par le commencement, il m’a été
fortement conseillé de regarder la pièce, alors
je l’ai regardée. Morceau par morceau. L’étape
suivante consiste à essayer de comprendre la

J’ai voulu donc en savoir plus sur ce pêcheur.
Qu’y voient mes collègues archéologues ?
Que dit la description ? Je me souvenais d’un
de ces longs après-midi au British Museum. Y
est exposé un groupe statuaire décoratif pour
jardin, datant de l’époque romaine. Mes re
cherches m’ont amenée à trouver des pièces
hellénistiques ou romaines du Ier siècle apr.
J.-C., par exemple le « Spinario » et les deux
garçons se chamaillant sur un jeu d’osselets,
conservés au British Museum, ou encore la
« Old Market Woman » du Metropolitan. Le
Spinario est le plus ressemblant. La descrip
tion du pêcheur indique deux références bib
liographiques que j’irai consulter aussitôt que
le temps me le permettra. Je repense aussi à
des sculptures exposées au Musée d’Ostie, et
de les avoir vues en vrai les fait coïncider.
L’exemple du pêcheur est remarquable car il
nous touche à plusieurs niveaux. Que se soit
l’esthète, dont l’attirance pour la pièce s’avère
irrésistible. Que ce soit le collectionneur aver
ti, qui s’interroge, qui étudie, qui choisit.
Quelques fois, cela vaut pour certains des cli
ents qui viennent et restent littéralement des
heures à discuter d’une pièce en particulier.
Je me dis alors qu’en ce moment-là quelque
chose de spécial est en train de se passer. Cela
vaut aussi du point de vue du marchand dans
son choix d’acquisition. La statue du pêcheur
reflète sa signature caractéristique, non seu
lement par sa recherche de qualité mais aus
si, et je dirai surtout, par son souci constant
d’émouvoir.
CQ
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Recipes from Antiquity

...With Honey!

New Artworks Monthly
on www.cahn.ch

By Yvonne Yiu

Whilst I write these words, my bees are going on their first extended for
ays for food after their long winter rest, collecting nectar and pollen from
snowdrops, willows and hazel bushes. And by the time you, dear readers,
hold this second edition of Cahn’s Quarterly in your hands, we will already
have harvested our spring honey:
What more? When now the golden sun has put
Winter to headlong flight beneath the world,
And oped the doors of heaven with summer ray,
Forthwith they roam the glades and forests o’er,
Rifle the painted flowers, or sip the streams,
Light-hovering on the surface. Hence it is
With some sweet rapture, that we know not of,
Their little ones they foster, hence with skill
Work out new wax or clinging honey mould.
[…] When heaven brings round the season, thou shalt strain
Sweet honey, nor yet so sweet as passing clear,
And mellowing on the tongue the wine-god’s fire.

Vergil, Georgica (37-29 v. Chr.), 4. Book, 51-57 and 100-102

Beekeeping was a highly valued art in An
tiquity and, accordingly, Vergil devoted the
fourth book of his Georgics to apiculture. He
not only provided many practical instruc
tions on how to look after honeybees but also
delved deep into their symbolic meaning.
Virgil regarded the complex organisation of
bee colonies as a model for the Roman state,
and the bees’ bravery reminded him of the
valour of the Romans.
Fortunately, he did not live to witness how,
under the leadership of Consul Gnaeus Pom
peius Magnus, descendants of these valorous
Romans were slaughtered during the Third
Mithridatic War in the year 67 B.C. after, as
Strabo reports, having been rendered unfit
for battle by the consumption of Pontic ho
ney. This type of honey is produced by bees
from the nectar of the Rhododendron ponticum, a plant widespread on the Turkish Black
Sea coast. Although it is not poisonous for
the bees themselves, the ingestion of as little
as 5-30 g of Pontic honey gives rise to symp
toms of poisoning in human beings.
The Roman love of honey (tripe fried in au
rochs dripping with honey!), which had such
fatal consequences for Pompey’s soldiers
(stuffed giraffe necks with honey!), is richly
attested to in the ancient recipes that have
come down to us.

contrast to Vergil’s opulent hexameters than
Cato the Elder’s plain prose can hardly be
imagined. Cato is probably best known as
a wily statesman, whose famous injunction
“Karthago delenda est” has haunted many a
generation of Latin students, and so it may
come as a surprise that the only work by his
pen that has survived to the present day is on
agriculture. In De Agri Cultura, also called De
Re Rustica, Cato succinctly summarises the
basics on running a farm in 2nd century B.C.
Italy. Practical-minded as Cato was, he did,
of course, not forget to include recipes for
bread, cake and porridge (Chapters 84-95). In
these, honey is a favourite ingredient.
In Chapter 93, for instance, he writes:
Recipe for the savillum: Take ½ pound of
flour, 2½ pounds of cheese, and mix together
as for the libum; add ¼ pound of honey and
1 egg. Grease an earthenware dish with oil.
When you have mixed thoroughly, pour into
a dish and cover with a crock. See that you
bake the centre thoroughly, for it is deepest
there. When it is done, remove the dish, cover

A Bee on a Tetradrachm. Silver. Ionia, Ephesos,
380-360 B.C.
CHF 6,600

with honey, sprinkle with poppy-seed, place
back under the crock for a while, then re
move from the fire. Serve in the dish, with
a spoon.
A Roman pound is equivalent to 327,45 g.
If you do not have any Roman earthenware
and your oven does not date from the preChristian era, you can use a round cake tin
(D. 26 cm) lined with parchment paper and
bake the cake at 160°C for an hour (then you
don’t need to cover it). As to the cheese, I
chose curd, but ricotta or fromage frais would
certainly also be worth trying.
The savillum is a very mild cake, which, in
its simplicity and restraint, is the very em
bodiment of the Republican ethos of mod
esty – maybe Cato included the recipe in his
treatise for this reason. For today’s taste it
might be just a little too bland. In any case,
my husband’s verdict was that the savillum
would not number amongst his favourite
cakes. I therefore added the grated rind of a
lemon and some vanilla sugar to the savillum
I brought to the gallery, and served the cake
with hot raspberries and whipped cream. This
modernised version was greatly lauded by
my colleagues.

Eat and be merry!

If you still have some barley grain left over
after having tasted the pulse of the Roman
Empire (recipe in the first edition of Cahn’s
Quarterly), you can use it to cook a sweet
porridge with milk and honey:
augustaraurica.ch/infos/rezepte/puls2.htm
Thus fortified, let us have another look at
the Roman agricultural treatises. A greater
CQ

Savillum, truly Republican

Savillum, modernised
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Highlight

A Rare Etruscan Red-figure Mastoid Cup
By John Robert Guy

A RARE MASTOID CUP. H. 11.9 cm. Clay. Etruscan, first half of 4th cent. B.C.

This small handleless drinking vessel is in
its shape a variant of the mastoid (from the
Greek mastoeides – in the form of a breast),
with round-shouldered body tapering to a
flat reserved underside, and a high, everted
rim offset at its base by a groove. Unfolding
continuously about the vase is a lively and
amusing thiasos of eight satyrs - the constant
companions and attendants of Dionysos young and old, here depicted in gentle dancestep, several light-footed on tip-toe. Three
advance to left toward a rightward-facing
companion. The two in front bear thyrsoi,
and all handle various animals by their hind
legs – a fox, a marten, and a goat that is pro
pelled forward like a wheelbarrow – offerings
to their patron god, perhaps, or an assort
ment of pets to add to the gathering’s merri
ment; a pair apart hoists aloft a full wineskin,
in their stance and gesture seeming almost
to contend for its contents; another holds a
large drinking horn; and the last, a beard
less youngster, carries a thyrsos upright, so
appearing to mark him as the composition’s
endpoint. The scene’s atmosphere is gay and
festive, as though a celebratory feast were
in the offing. A reserved band on the glaz
ed neck, egg-pattern on the shoulder, and
12

below the figure-work, rightward maeanders
punctuated by chequer-squares, complete the
decorative scheme.
This charming cup, acquired in 1971 for the
Päselt Collection from the noted Frankfurt
scholar-dealer Dr. Kurt Deppert, had been
long thought to be of Athenian manufacture
and 5th century B.C. in date. Only recently
has it been correctly identified as belonging
to a very small, stylistically coherent corpus
of remarkable Etruscan red-figured vases
that were inspired by, and on occasion freely
copied, earlier Attic imports. These engag
ing works, in a markedly rustic vein, were
all probably produced in the first half of the
4th century B.C. in a workshop in Vulci, as
has been lately proposed by the authoritative
Etruscologist J.G. Szilagyi in his publication
of a well-known red-figure beak-spouted
oinochoe (shape 10) now in Budapest (Muse
um of Fine Arts, Inv. 94.11.A, formerly Cast
le Ashby, Coll. Northampton: CVA Budapest
2 (2007) 34-38, pl. 13). Moreover, the Cahn
cup, in the distinctive style of its figurework, too in the form of its ornamental band
of maeanders and chequer-squares, mirrors
so closely the Budapest vase as to make it a

CHF 18,000

certainty that both were created in the same
atelier, indeed very likely by the same artist.
As for its shape, it is possibly a unique tes
tament to the late survival/revival in Etruria
of the mastoid cup whose Athenian floruit,
roughly a century earlier, spans the last quar
ter of the 6th and the first three decades of
the 5th centuries B.C.
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